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1. Scope of the Study 
This study titled Protracted Situation of Displacement: Options Beyond Camp Assistance was 

commissioned by NRC Somalia-Kenya Country Programme with the purpose of gaining better 
understanding on the following two issues: 

 
1. How can humanitarian assistance facilitate a higher degree of self-reliance among 

displaced people? 
 
2. What are the alternatives to the traditional camp-based assistance? 

 
The study is required to pay specific attention to the following: 

• How the level of permissiveness in host government regulations on the freedom of 
movement of displaced populations effects on self-reliance and access to durable 
solutions? 

• How long-term programming (beyond the 1 year cycle) can effect cost efficiency of 
humanitarian programming and open new livelihood opportunities? 

• How self-reliance programming can be linked to host community assistance to 
reduce the effect of protracted displacement on host communities? 

Purposes and objectives of the study were further clarified by NRC senior management 
during the planning phase. Following are additional clarifications of the terms of the study collected 
by the consultant from the different planning meetings held with NRC. 

 The consultant is expected to think out of the box and include even very radical thoughts 
in his report in order to provide wider choices to NRC. 

 The consultant should work on the assumption that NRC would undertake further 
market analysis and feasibility studies on the solutions selected by NRC.  

2. Methodology and Constraints  
Methodologies used for the study included secondary review1, interview, focus group 

discussion (FGD), and forced field analysis (FFA). One major limitation of the research is the lack of 
NRC evaluation report on prior livelihood projects2. Bilateral meetings with a large number of 
national and International NGOs and donors were held at Nairobi level. At Dadaab level, however, 
meetings were limited within NRC expatriate and national managers3. Work permit and immigration 

                                                           
1 A number of external reports  were provided by NRC’s program focal person for this study. The other reports  
were collected through Google search. 
2 For example, NRC 2009-2010 Kenya Somalia Programme Report referred to some kind of agro based 
livelihood program in the Dadaab region. No report on the outcome of the program was available. 
3 According to NRC Heads of Offices at Dadaab and Hagadera, meetings with external partners were 
challenging during the short visit of the consultant as most senior staff were occupied with year-end reporting 
and UNHCR proposal drafting. 
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issues also caused substantial obstacles for the consultants work4.   After the Dadaab visit the 
consultant made a priority to meet an environmental agency/NGO. Despite sincere attempts from 
NRC no appropriate agency was found available for the meeting. This left some of the environmental 
questions unanswered5. Two focus group discussions were held in Hagadera Camp. Each group had 
9 refugee members representing cross section of people. One of the groups was exclusively 
comprised of women6.  

Preliminary findings and recommendations were presented to NRC senior management and 
technical support group in Nairobi. Forced Field Analysis (FFA) method was applied to assess 
supportive and restrictive factors relating to the hypothesis. Observations of the management and 
technical support group were noted down and addressed in the final report. Participation of wider 
group, including UNHCR and other INGO, were initially expected for the FFA. Non-participant of 
external actors in the FFA meant that the actors were not able to respond to observations about 
them in the preliminary findings. Preliminary findings were very critical about UNHCR.    

 

2.1 Livelihood Baselines for the Study  
There are a good number of recent surveys and studies on protection and livelihood 

concerns of both camp based and urban refugees. The most recent study is titled ’The Dadaab 
Dilemma: A Study on Dadaab Livelihood Activities and Opportunities for Dadaab Refugees’7 
(hereinafter called DRC Livelihood Report). The comprehensive study was commissioned by UNHCR 
and DRC. Report of the study was published in August 2013, before the current study by NRC was 
commenced. Objective of the study was similar to the current NRC study. However, the DRC led 
study was much larger in its approaches. A six member study team covered all five Dadaab camps 
and conducted 13 focus group discussions in comparison to the NRC consultant covering only the 
Hagadera camp and holding two focus group discussions.  

In order to avoid duplicity the consultant adopted the situation analysis of the DRC 
Livelihood Report as the baseline of the current state of livelihood in the camps. With regard to host 
community livelihood activities, the consultant relied on the findings of the study titled ‘In Search of 
Protection and Livelihoods: Socio-economic and Environmental Impacts of Dadaab Refugee Camps 
on Host Communities’8. The study was commissioned by the Royal Danish Embassy, Norwegian 
Embassy and the Government of Kenya. With regard to urban refugees, the consultant relied on the 
data provided by the study titled “Living on the Edge: A livelihood Status Report on Urban Refugees 
Living in Nairobi, Kenya”9. 

                                                           
4 Consultant’s visit to Dadaab was delayed as NRC advised consultant to wait for the work permit before 
traveling to Dadaab. Government’s introduction of immigration check posts for Dadaab flights further 
complicated the matter. It also caused cancellation of visit to Kakuma. 
5 The questions were mainly related to water usage, animal grazing and pollution,  
6 NRC contributed a translator to the women group only.  In the other group, the consultant relied on 
translation provided by a refugee volunteer. 
7 Report can be retrieved from 
https://kenya.humanitarianresponse.info/system/files/documents/files/Dadaab%20Livelihood%20Study%20-
Final%20Final%20Report.pdf 
8 The Report can be retrieved from 
http://kenya.um.dk/en/~/media/Kenya/Documents/Final%20Report30092010.ashx 
9 The Report can be retrieved from  
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The consultant used the three reports above as baselines for the current state of livelihood 
challenges and opportunities for camp refugees, host community members and urban refugees10.   

3. Challenges Relating to Self-Reliance Program 
A large number of challenges have been cited by humanitarian and development actors in 

their assessment and evaluation reports as well as during interviews with the consultant. The 
challenges cited overwhelmingly outnumbered a few opportunities highlighted. The best summary 
of the challenges are found in the following excerpts of a 2008 DRC Report:  

“The main reason why improvements of socio-economic conditions in the camps are very 
gradual and levels of self-sufficiency are still limited is obvious: the refugees are confined in 
a semi-desert area with very limited economic opportunities. As such, agencies working on 
improving sustainable livelihoods in Dadaab cannot do this without addressing the structural 
constraints that refugees face nor without thinking about the value of their interventions for 
a future outside the camps. While DRC and Care are clearly working on the second, there is 
less focus on the first and advocacy can be strengthened. Further, ‘true beneficiary 
participation’ is still far from practiced in Dadaab, and this must be improved. Data 
management and use is another area where much can be gained. Finally, in developing 
livelihood programs, the interdependence of the livelihood between wealth groups; the 
connections between local and refugee economies and the transnational pillars of the 
Dadaab economy can be explored and utilized in order to benefit the beneficiaries 
optimumly”.11 

Though the report is six years old, nearly similar sentiments are echoed in recent studies and 
interviews. Self-reliance program challenges cited in different studies broadly fall in two categories – 
economic issues, and behavioral issues reflecting government permissiveness and refugee attitudes. 
A third dimension reflecting challenges in execution is rarely discussed in studies and interviews. The 
tacit assumption is that if a self-reliance solution is economically viable and policy-wise permissive, 
humanitarian and development communities have the capacity to execute them. The assumption is 
erroneous to say the least.  The following illustration may make a strong case for humanitarian and 
development actors to add execution capacity as a third dimension to the challenges of achieving 
refugee self-reliance. The excerpt, taken from a 2008 DRD Report covering the assessment of DRC-
CARE interventions in livelihood sector in Dadaab, noted the following: 

“ In Dadaab, the percentage of refugees who are struggling and not managing to cater for 
the daily needs, (the poor and the destitute) is about 60%; with 40 percent of refugees, the 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
http://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/52401e8f4.pdf 
10 Finding of few other studies are also used in the current study. These studies include, the JAM 2012 done 
jointly by WFP and UNHCR; The ODI report on Urban Refugee titled Hidden and exposed: Urban refugees in 
Nairobi, Kenya; Care KAP Survey Report 2013, Hagadera; Report of a DRC and NRC initiated study titled 
Durable Solutions: Perspectives of Somali Refugees Living in Kenya and Ethiopian Camps and Selected 
Communities of Return.  
11 Page 5. Promotion of Sustainable Livelihoods in Dadaab, Kenya. An Assessment of Socio-Economic 
Conditions in Dadaab and the Impacts of DRC-CARE Interventions. February 2008.  
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middle and the rich, managing to meet their daily needs…..The percentage of refugees who 
are destitute is 5 to 10 percent”12. 

The significance of this 2008 finding lies on the fact that UNHCR is still continuing to provide 
blanket distribution of food rations to everyone despite that 40% of the middle and rich can manage 
their daily needs by themselves. This is a six year old finding.  The blanket distribution points to a 
notion that humanitarian community do not recognize or cannot prioritize the different needs of 
different section of the refugees. There is definitely a massive ‘opportunity cost’ of this multi-million 
dollar distribution of food aid to those who don’t need them.  Money spent on the food aid to the 
40% could have been utilized in durable solution or development related programs for even the 
same 40% refugees. Thus, in a sense, humanitarian community sacrificed development program in 
the name of an emergency that did not exist.   

 
Execution challenges may also be visible at individual NGO level.  One quick example is the 

high turnover of expat staff. For example, both NRC expats that the consultant met in Dadaab have 
left NRC by the end of 2013. They served only one year each. The two main focal persons the 
consultant had in Nairobi have been working for NRC for around 6 months. These are the four most 
important persons when it comes to both design and implementation of projects in Dadaab. 
Absence of stable leadership can be the single most significant obstacle to implementing multi-year 
self-reliance program.  Economic viability of a self-reliance solution or government permissiveness is 
irrelevant where the organization does not have the internal leadership capability to run a long term 
self-reliance program.  Another major execution challenge is that the projects are not always 
allowed to complete even one full cycle.  For example, no evaluation report of prior livelihood 
projects was made available to consultant despite the claim that NRC had in fact implemented 
livelihood project in the past13.  The worst example of dysfunctional project cycle is the very recent 
introduction of ICLA program in Kenya14. The program was introduced without any assessment15 as 
there was fund readily available from UNHCR.  Weaknesses in the management of the different 
stages of the project cycle (e.g., assessment, stakeholder consultation and evaluation) are bound to 
impact quality of the program as a whole. These weaknesses sometimes become visible in the 
project proposals.  

3.1 Self Reliance Program, Policy Framework and Legality  
Government’s encampment policy is considered to have the biggest impact on refugee self-

reliance program. Following is a brief account of the legality of the encampment policy: 

“According to the ‘encampment policy’ the government expects refugees to stay in camps to 
facilitate their protection and assistance needs and to safeguard national security. However, 
while the Refugee Act implicitly accepts this policy by outlining the procedure for appointing 

                                                           
12 Page 10, Promotion of Sustainable Livelihood in Dadaab, Kenya, February 2008. An Assessment of Socio-
Economic Conditions in Dadaab and the Impact of DRC-CARE Interventions.  
13 Page 36, 2009-2010 Report, NRC Somalia-Kenya Country Programme 
14 One of NRC’s strategic plan for 2014 is cross border programming that ICLA is part of. That was linked to the 
ICLA program 
15 ICLA Global Advisor informed the Consultant about her disapproval of an ad hoc introduction of an ICLA 
Program.  
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Refugee Camp Officers, it does not state which categories of refugees should reside in 
camps, or which areas should be designated for such settlement.” 16 

Irrespective of the legality of the encampment policy, the policy is practically well 
entrenched. Aid agencies also do not expect the policy to be revoked. However, there is strong urge 
that the refugees should be allowed to travel to and from the camps without harassment. Refugees 
require a movement pass to do so. Many refugees traveling without movement pass face 
harassment and extortion by law enforcement agencies. Movement pass is a major issue for camp 
refugees businessmen who travel to Garissa to buy goods for their businesses.  

 Urban refugees, on the other hand, have managed to escape from the encampment policy. 
The price they pay is that the government does not allow food ration and other handouts to be 
distributed to urban refugees. The government also tightly regulates other humanitarian and 
development programs in the urban refugee settlements.  In December 2012 the government, 
however, made an unsuccessful attempt to send the urban refugees to the camps.  On 13 December 
2012, the Department of Refugee Affairs (DRA) announced that 55,000 registered urban refugees 
and asylum seekers were required to move to refugee camps in Kenya’s northeast and northwest 
part, and that all assistance to, and registration of, urban refugees and asylum seekers should end17.  
On January 21, 2013  Kitu Cha Sheria, a legal aid NGO, filed a petition asking the High Court to rule 
the proposed relocation plan unlawful. On 26th July 2013, the High Court gave its verdict declaring 
the relocation plan unlawful.  

Another major government limitation faced by refugees relates to work permit, though 
there is no specific provision of law barring work permit for refugees.  On the contrary, the 
Immigration Act grants class M work permits to refugees. 18  The permits are renewable every two 
years. UNHCR have devised the “incentive staff’ concept to avoid the requirement of obtaining work 
permit.  

Work permit may allow some refugees to go out of the camps and seek employment in 
urban areas.  The Refugee Consortium of Kenya (RCK) wanted to conduct a study on the obstacles of 
obtaining work permit and the possibility of engaging into Public Interest Litigation to compel the 
government to take a generous stand on work permit. RCK could not run the study and litigation for 
want of funding. UNHCR have mentioned about three successful cases of work permit that it had 
facilitated for urban refugees recently19.   

Naturalization is another area which can be highly relevant for the refugees. Kenyan law 
seemingly allows naturalization of foreigner legally residing in Kenya for 7 years or more. On a plain 
reading, refugees fulfill those conditions.  Neither UNHCR nor other NGOs the consultant met were 
able to cite reference to any instances of refugees filing naturalization applications. It remained 

                                                           
16 Pavanello, Elhawary and Pantuliano, March 2010, Hidden and exposed: Urban, refugees in Nairobi, Kenya.  
17 You are All Terrorists, Human Rights Watch, May 2013, page 43 
18 Page 17, Pavanello, Elhawary and Pantuliano, March 2010, Hidden and exposed: Urban, refugees in Nairobi, 
Kenya.  
 
19 All three applications were forwarded by UNHCR along with UNHCR’s reference letter.  
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unknown what would happen if refugee start applying for citizenship20.  Representative of the 
Refugee Consortium of Kenya (RCK) mentioned that Somali refugees, in general, are not interested 
in getting naturalization in Kenya. Their preference is third country resettlement. Even though 
resettlement numbers are low, camp refugees do not want to block their chances by  legally 
integrating in Kenya. In 2014, UNHCR will send 7,000 resettlement applications to third countries. 
The number may represent a fraction of the half million Somali refugee, but it’s certainly not a small 
number.  

3.2 Challenges Faced by Urban Refugees  
Urban refugees are much ahead in terms of economic integration. A 2012 Report of DRC 

reveals that nearly half of the refugee population in Eastleigh in Nairobi has monthly income above 
50,000 Khs21. Most Eastleigh refugees are Somali. Their sources of income include employment, self-
employment, small shop, and remittance. Female refugees are engaged predominantly in selling 
vegetables, food, jewelry, handicrafts, clothes, and other accessories. Urban refugees find 
employment as hotel workers, tailors, barbers, as cyber attendants, and drivers. High-end businesses 
include selling clothes, groceries, and operating cyber café. The report makes a very clear case of 
economic integration of a large portion of urban refugees.  What is missing for urban refugee is the 
legal integration.   

Many think it is not the right time to press for integration matter for urban refugees. 
Westgate incident22 has created a political clout where most Kenyans want Somali refugees to go 
back. Pressing too hard on legal integration of the urban refugees at this point of time may cause 
hard-handedness from the government which may result in the existing local integration space to 
shrink permanently. People subscribing to this view believe that the recent UNHCR repatriation drive 
will reduce the political pressure the government currently is facing and may, at some point, create 
an opening within the administration to work closely on legal integration.  

Irrespective of any debate on timing, programmatic intervention targeting legal integration 
is a must for durable solution for the urban refugees. Urban refugees lack a number of significant 
legal protections relating to their right to life, liberty and personal security. Extensive researches and 
studies have been undertaken23 on this matter which highlighted routine practices and different 
circumstances where urban refugees’ right to life, liberty and personal security are compromised. 
Arbitrary arrest, detention, extortion, rape and other forms of violence are widely practiced by law 
enforcement agencies. Lack of awareness of refugee rights among the personnel of law enforcement 
agencies and civil administration is allowing the rights violations to continue. Opportunities to 

                                                           
20 It is generally believed that refugees are more inclined towards resettlement. One RCK report shows that 
89% of the refugees prefer resettlement over any other solution. Naturalization in Kenya would block their 
resettlement hope for ever. However, there is a understanding that some refugees specially those who have 
business interest in the country, even if the number is too negligible, may still be willing to naturalize. It is 
unusual that the nature and extent of such a favorable law is still not explored.  
21 Page 7, Living on the Edge, a Livelihood Status Report on Urban Refugees Living in Nairobi, Kenya. May 2012.  
22 On 21 September 2013, gunmen attacked the upmarket Westgate shopping mall in Nairobi. The attack, 
which lasted until 24 September, resulted in at least 72 deaths, including 61 civilians, 6 Kenyan soldiers, and 5 
attackers. Al-Shabaab claimed responsibility for the incident. 
23 Read, You are All Terrorists, Human Rights Watch, May 2013. And, Pavanello, Elhawary and Pantuliano, 
March 2010, Hidden and exposed: Urban, refugees in Nairobi, Kenya.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Westgate_shopping_mall
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Al-Shabaab_%28militant_group%29
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receive protection of law are practically limited due to a very limited availability of pro bono lawyers, 
as well as refugees’ own desire not to make an adversarial stand against law enforcement agencies.  

Another area of lack of legal protection is about work permit which is seemed to be allowed 
under Kenyan statutory law24. Not only that the protection of law is practically missing, there is also 
very low level of understanding among the protection agencies on the ambit of the refugees’ work 
permit right. One legal aid organization regretted that it had failed to raise money to conduct a legal 
research on this matter. They have shown interest to file a Public Interest Litigation (PIL) to put 
pressure on the authorities to open up work permit for refugees. The current level of NGO 
engagement on refugee work permit issue is surprisingly insignificant. RCK representatives could not 
give a single reference to work permit application facilitated by them.  UNHCR, however, mentioned 
that obtaining work permit for refugee is possible and they have so far received three. Considering 
that work permit may mean self-reliance for a refugee family, the level of legal work on this matter 
is depressing.    

Business registration on the other hand is easy to obtain. There is lack of awareness and 
initiatives of NGOs on this matter. UNHCR livelihood program staff confirmed that business 
registration is almost a matter of formality and the opportunity  is accessible equally to refugees and 
host communities. Urban refugees running small business like restaurant, barber and tailoring shops, 
as well as street vendors end up paying many times more money to police and other inspectors for 
not complying with registration rules. The law allows such vending spot to be allocated on an annual 
basis in exchange of onetime fees. By not taking advantage of the law, refugee pay many time extra 
to police who is not otherwise authorized collect the money. More importantly, refugee gives up an 
important opportunity to start creating a legal relationship with the authority.  Nairobi City County 
has issued a brochure that outlines procedure for obtaining business permit. The brochure clarifies 
that refugees and asylum seekers can obtain the permit using their refugee/asylum seekers ID.  

3.3 Justification of large scale investment in self-reliance program after 20 
years 

A DRC Livelihood Study25 has made an assumption that a portion of the refugees will 
ultimately stay in Kenya. The report has also recommended vocations which can be practiced in 
Dadaab as well as in return location should the refugee decide to return. For example a barber can 
practice his skills both in Dadaab and Mogadishu. The vocations referred to are usually the very 
common ones we see in the camps.  

The irony is that while NGOs avoid large scale self-reliance program investments because of 
perceived uncertainty of a sustained demand for goods and services, private sector businessmen 
routinely make long term investment decisions based on their own assessment of the crisis. The 
assessments of the business people often turn to be more accurate than the assessment of the 
NGOs. For example, in many displacement situations (e.g. Kosovo, Sri Lanka, Northern Uganda) 
business people had made investments in restaurants, hotels, shops, vehicles and even residential 
houses for giving rental to INGO expats. It is a shame that both in IDP and refugee crises the 
refugees and IDPs often don’t stand to benefit from the kind of business opportunities created by 

                                                           
24 Immigration Act grants class M work permits to refugees. The work permits are renewable very two years.  
25 Page 4 The Dadaab Dilemma: A Study of Livelihood Activities and Opportunities in Dadaab Refugee Camps. 
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humanitarian and development actors.  Sometimes it is not even the host community businessmen 
that benefit. Businessmen often come from different parts of the country and even from abroad26.  

Humanitarian and development actors working in Dadaab can still expect a large number of 
refugee presences in those camps yet after five years. UNHCR and donors do not see any possibility 
of forced repatriation of the refugees by the government. This is despite the fact that Kenyan 
people’s sentiment against the Somali refugees had hit the lowest level after the Westgate incident. 
Government ministers and important civil servants made derogatory statements against refugees in 
different forums and at the camps. The statements were widely picked up by national press which 
further fueled general population’s prejudicial views about Somali refugee. UNHCR is said to be 
working on a communication strategy that would mitigate some of the adverse effects of the 
negative press post Westgate. The Tripartite Agreement creates a framework for return with strong 
messages highlighting voluntariness of the return.  

The Agreement has been misunderstood by government officials and some NGO people 
alike. Most government officials see it as a license to repatriate refugee without noticing the 
safeguards that have been webbed in the Agreement. Some NGOs on the other hand has construed 
it as the “start of the era of return”. NGOs took this views despite the fact that UNHCR 
Representative, at a two days partner meeting27, said in unequivocal terms that the Tripartite 
Agreement was a good tool to manage government expectation. The card of large scale return, 
according to him, was still not on the board. He further clarified that UNHCR expected return figure 
for 2014 and 2015 would be only 42,000 which is roughly 10% of the Dadaab refugees.28 

   Four things came up during the different meetings the consultant had with NGOs and donors 
in regards to self-reliance program. First, the interviewees wanted to know what would be the 
justification of development oriented programing at this stage when the return card is on the table. 
Secondly, some of the interviewees voiced a concern that donors are scaling up funding in Somalia 
at the cost of the Kenyan funding. Thirdly, some expressed fear that development oriented 
programing at this stage would work as a pull factor which would not be liked either by the 
government or the donors. Fourthly, concerns were raised that it might be too late to go for larger 
investments as twenty year is already gone.   

About the first query it can be said that the return card is still not fully exposed on the table. 
If UNHCR representative did not believe this, we do not need to believe that either. Even if the 
42,000 (10% of the total Dadaab refugee population) return target is met by the end of 2015, there 
is no guaranteed that even larger return will take place in the subsequent years.  Most refugees 
returning to their place of origin are likely to find their houses, lands and businesses occupied or 

                                                           
26 No assessment about this was done in Dadaab. In Northern Uganda, overwhelming majority of the owners 
of the newly built hotels, restaurant, guest house and departmental shops came from Kampala. In Pristina, 
Kosovo, the most famous and early stage bar was set by an Irishman. In Northern Sri Lanka, though the volume 
of out-district investments is low, most large scale investments are coming from the South. Many guest 
houses, restaurants and big are being built by people coming from the South.  
27 IP meeting held at Safari Park Hotel in November 2013 
28 The figure is confirmed by UNHCR’s 2014-2015 Global Appeal. See the Global Appeal at 
http://www.unhcr.org/528a0a244.html 
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destroyed.  Majority of Dadaab Refugees came from South Central Somalia29. A 2005 World Bank 
study has the following finding on HLP situation in South Central Somalia: 

“Demographically, the civil war has altered the clan settlement patterns. Strong clans have 
occupied valuable urban and agricultural real estate by force. The patterns of clan 
settlements have changed mainly in the urban and arable areas such as Lower Shebelle, Juba 
Valley, and Mogadishu. These areas have undergone substantial changes due to heavy 
infusions of non-resident clans supported by their militias. In South Central Somalia, for 
example, valuable agricultural land, urban real estate and seaports, have been taken over by 
armed clans for economic gains. These stronger marauding clans have grabbed rich 
plantations and real estate owned by agricultural clans and indigenous groups, often leading 
to their displacement, or worse still, their enslavement. “30 

Other than the HLP issue, motivation to return of a large number of the refugee group can 
be quite low given the attachment they have grown in Kenya. UNHCR 2012 statistics shows that 
nearly one third of the refugees are younger than 18 years. These are the second generation 
refugees born in Kenya. The statistics also show another 10,000 third generation refugees in the 
camps. There is a general view that the young refugees who were born in Dadaab or came to Kenya 
at an early age are less motivated to go back in compared to the older refugees. This view is slightly 
confronted by a 2012 finding of an NRC assessment that claims that 60% of youth in Hagadera 
camps have expressed strong aspiration to return to Somalia.31 NRC assessment, however, can be 
seriously confronted by a 2012 report which provides the following:  

“The survey found that a minority of the refugees in the camps (14%) would be willing to 
repatriate to Somalia now. Most dream of resettlement to a third country, but this is a 
solution that reaches only a few thousand refugees per Year. ”32 

 The second concern that donors are shifting funds from Kenya to Somali is basically an 
oversimplification of facts. One influential donor agency mentioned that while funding to Somali is 
going up, it should not be interpreted that Kenya is being ignored. In fact the humanitarian budget in 
Kenya reached the highest level in 2013. That level may not sustain. Nonetheless there will still be 
considerable attention to Kenya. He further illustrated that the funding level in Kenya may go down 
as agencies are constantly looking for more cost efficient way of providing aid. For example, the 
biometric method of food distribution introduced in October 2012 has already made meaningful 
contribution in reducing the number of distribution of food aid to fictitious refugees. Further 
initiatives may come in the future that would call for distribution of food only to those who are 
vulnerable, instead of the current blanket distribution to all. There could also be a shift to more cash 
transfer than food distribution. Representative of one donor also spoke high about programs 
involving legal aid, renewable energy, livelihood income generation and even family planning. It is 
                                                           
29 Page 7 The Dadaab Dilemma: A Study of Livelihood Activities and Opportunities in Dadaab Refugee Camps. 
30 Page 7The World Bank 2005. Conflict in Somalia: Drivers and Dynamics   
31 Page 2, YEP Project Proposal to UNICEF titled “Enhancing Self-reliance among the Youth through Vocational 
and Skill Development in Dadaab Refugee Camps and the Host Community”. Dated 14/10/2013 
 
32 Page 11.  Asylum Under Threat. Assessing the protection of Somali refugee in Dadaab refugee camps and 
along the migration corridor. Research conducted by Refugee Consortium of Kenya with support from DRC. 
The report can be found at http://www.rckkenya.org/rokdownloads/docs/Report-Asylum-Under-Threat.pdf 
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possible that donors will be increasingly critical about finding better value for the money. Funding 
apathy can be a wrong characterization.   

 The third concern that self-reliance programs in Kenya will act as pull factor and adversely 
impact voluntary return is found to be broadly meritless. Most people who initially raised this as a 
concern subsequently took a completely opposite view. Accordingly, self-reliance programs in Kenya 
in effect may ultimately complement the return process when it starts. It is the handouts that may 
work as pull factors, not self- reliance programs where refugees are taught to carve out their own 
livelihood with their own skill and energy. Furthermore, it has been broadly agreed that it is the 
“most hopeless” that are expected to make decision to stay back in the camps. People with skills, 
confidence and experiences in income generation may be more confident in finding prosperity in 
their return locations.  

The fourth concern, whether it is worthy to make big investments in self-reliance programs 
after twenty years, is more or less addressed in the first three questions. As the proverb says, the 
best time to plant a tree was twenty years ago. The second best time is now. Ten years from today, 
we may look back again and say that we had wasted an opportunity ten years back.  The refugee 
population does not have to stay in the half million level. Even a prediction of one tenth refugee 
population after five years may justify heavy investment on self-reliance program.  

It is the opinion of the consultant that unless there is a dramatic situation and Kenya isolates 
itself from the rest of the world on the war crime issue33, tens of thousands of Somali refugees will 
be still living in Kenya even after 5 years from today.  Following are some factors to consider:  

• Time taken to bring more areas under security control in Somali, and to create 
perception of security among the returnees 

• Discovery of massive HLP roadblocks34 once return to Somalia starts 
• Lack of excitement about return among a good portion of the refugees particularly the 

second generation ones 
• Circular migration and some refugees making deliberate choice to allow husbands to 

extract rehabilitation benefits in Somalia and the children to receive health, education 
and other services in Kenya 

•  For the urban refugees, unwillingness of some refugees to give up profitable businesses 
in exchange of uncertainty. 43% of the refugees have come to Kenya as a result of the 
drought and famine, in search of livelihoods, resettlement, family members or some 
combination of these reasons35  

• Impact of transnationalism; especially on dependents and relatives of those resettled in 
third countries by UNHCR 

                                                           
33 In March 2010, Pre-Trial Chamber (PTC) II authorized the ICC prosecutor to open an investigation into crimes 
against humanity allegedly committed in Kenya in relation to violence that followed Kenya’s 2007 presidential 
election, which killed over 1,200 and displaced 600,000. This was the first time that the prosecutor used his 
“propriu motu” powers to initiate an investigation without first having received a referral from a state party or 
the United Nations Security Council (UNSC). 
34 See World Bank Report, 2005 titled Conflict in Somalia: Drivers and Dynamics.   
35 Page 10, Asylum Under Threat. Assessing the protection of Somali refugee in Dadaab refugee camps and 
along the migration corridor. Research conducted by Refugee Consortium of Kenya with support from DRC. 
The report can be found at http://www.rckkenya.org/rokdownloads/docs/Report-Asylum-Under-Threat.pdf 
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• The extreme vulnerable refugees including the disabled who are not willing to take such 
a major decision at this stage in life  

3.4 Contribution of existing trade and businesses at the camps towards 
refugee self–reliance  

An estimated 5,000 businesses, mostly small trade, are established mainly in Dadaab camp 
areas36. The table below, adapted from the DRC Livelihood Report37, shows the different kinds of 
trade and businesses run by refugees in the five Dadaab Camps.  

  Hagadera Dgahaley IFO 1 IFO 2 Kambios 
 

Most 
Mentioned 

Hairdressing  
and beauty  
 
Tailoring and  
dressmaking  
 
Carpentry and  
joinery  
 
Mobile phone  
Repair 
 
Electronics  
repair  
 
Electrical  
wiring  
 
Motor vehicle  
mechanics  
 

Hairdressing  
and beauty  
 
Tailoring and  
dress-making  
 
 
 
 
 
Mobile phone  
repair  
 
Electronics  
repair  
 
Shoe repair 
 
Catering  
Bakery  
 
 

Hairdressing  
and beauty  
 
Tailoring and  
dress-making  
 
Carpentry  
and joinery  
 
 
Cyber café  
 
Bicycle  
repair 

 
 
 
Tailoring and  
dressmaking  
 
Carpentry  
and joinery  
 

Hairdressing  
and beauty  
 
Tailoring and  
dressmaking  
 
Bakery  
 

Average  
mention  
 

Cyber café  
 
Welding and  
fabrication  
 
Blacksmith  
 
Bicycle repair  
 
Tie & dye  
 
Weaving  
 
Leather 
tanning 

Welding and  
fabrication  
 
Blacksmith  
 
Basket and  
mat weaving  
 
Cyber-café  
 
Electrical  
wiring  
 
Bicycle  
repair  
 
Carpentry  
and joinery 

Bakery  
 
Electronics  
 
Mobile  
phone repair  
 

Bakery  
 
Weaving  
mats, baskets  
and cloths  
 
Hairdressing  
and beauty  
 
Bicycle  
repair  
 

Catering  
 
Weaving  
 
Mobile phone  
repair  
 
Carpentry  
and joinery  
 
Shoe repair  
 

                                                           
36 Page 162012 WFP/UNHCR Joint Assessment Mission (JAM), Kenya  
37 The Dadaab Dilemma: A Study of Livelihood Activities and Opportunities in Dadaab Refugee Camps. 
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Others  
few  
mentions  
 

Plumbing, selling of firewood, milk, meat, tea, cereals, vegetables, livestock, khat, 
incentive payment by NGOs, MPESA, wheelbarrow loading, shoe shining 
 

Source: The Dadaab Dilemma: A Study of Livelihood Activities and Opportunities in Dadaab Refugee Camps. DRC Study 2013. 

The table above shows that the refugee trade and businesses are focused on one and half 
dozen trade and vocations.  Dadaab refugee camps have a population size which is greater than 70 
countries in the world.  It is possible that NGOs look for safer options and inadvertently resort to the 
same dozens of vocations. Absence of innovation and creativity are widely visible in livelihood 
sector. Following is a finding relating to the effectiveness of microfinance, group savings, and 
vocation and diploma courses: 

“Yet, these programs by and large do not reach the poor sections of the population and their 
overall impacts remain minor. In fact, there is evidence that privately funded initiatives 
produce better results.”38 

Private initiatives are often more creative as they more often come from people who are 
dedicated to the crisis for a very long time. This compares with pre-conceived prescriptions of 
humanitarian and development actors ported from a common pool of historical lessons learnt. As all 
NGOs resort to the same common pool of knowledge, their responses sometimes become identical. 
One way that humanitarian actors address this design defect is by infusing the principle of 
inclusiveness. Consultation and involvement of local stakeholders including the beneficiaries, local 
authorities and local civil society actors can provide the much needed innovation and creativeness.   

 UNHCR will be prioritizing community involvement in its programs in the coming years. It 
claims to have gotten success in its recent introduction of a community-policing approach under the 
Kenya Security Partnership Project (SPP) in the Dadaab area39. UNHCR also wants to further 
strengthen community-based protection and management of basic services. 

It would be interesting to see what refugee’s would want to do once they return. Refugees’ 
opinion should be read with a caveat that they might be influenced by what they were doing in the 
camps. Following is an assessment of future livelihood choices of the refugees at their place of 
return: 

“If refugees were to return or move out of the camps, they would mainly plan to farm or 
pursue business activities. Others would engage in petty trade, raise livestock or use their 
skills in various fields such as carpentry, tailoring, masonry or hairdressing. A great 
proportion of women plan to farm, while more men intend to raise livestock”40.  

                                                           
38 Promotion of Sustainable Livelihoods in Dadaab, Kenya. An Assessment of Socio-Economic Conditions in 
Dadaab and the Impacts of DRC-CARE Interventions. February 2008. 

39 2014 UNHCR country operations profile. Retrieved from http://www.unhcr.org/pages/49e483a16.html 
40 Page number not available. Durable Solutions: Perspective of Somali Refugees Living in Kenya and Ethiopian 
Camps and Selected Communities of Return. 2013. The study was commenced by DRC and NRC.  The report 
can be found at http://www.refworld.org/pdfid/52401bea4.pdf 
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 At present 43% of Dadaab households earn money through economic activities41. This 
statistics, read with the table provide in the previous page, means that 43% of the Dadaab 
households are engaged in about one and half dozen vocations.  There is hardly any production of 
goods involved. Refugees who generate income from trade and business rely on the purchasing 
power of the fellow refugees. The purchasing power is currently fueled mainly through humanitarian 
assistance. Some refugees also receive foreign remittance from relatives and immediate family 
members.  

It can be argued that humanitarian aid and remittance are providing life support to the 5,000 
trades and business run in the camps. Many of these businesses will collapse if humanitarian aid is 
withdrawn or reduced. They economic activities are artificially created and they do sometimes 
produce even negative output. For example a large number of refugees sell part of their WFP 
rations. These rations are sold at lower than market price and the beneficiary of the lower price are 
not refugees. Refuges get them for free.  So what appears to be a trade for the refugees is actually a 
mechanism where humanitarian community subsidizes the food cost of certain non-refugees.  

Production of goods and services and selling them to outside community would have been 
the best instances of self-reliance activities. Not only these activities would be independently 
sustainable irrespective of humanitarian aid, they would create a new wave of trade and businesses 
as the refugees’ purchasing power would also increase through the sustainable supply of income. 
Even if the product produced in the camps cannot be sold outside (e.g. refugee needs them for their 
own consumption), the production would save refugee money from being channeled out of the 
community. The 2012 WFP/UNHCR Joint Assessment Mission has recommended humanitarian 
actors to increase livelihood and production in the camps for the camp population.  

3.5 Contribution of existing production activities in camps towards refugee 
self-reliance  

Milk and meat are the main productions at the camps. A 2010 livelihood report42 estimated 
that 53,000 sheep/goats and 8,000 cattle were owned in or around Dadaab camps by refugees. The 
size of the animal population is very negligible and refugees have to rely on host communities for 
supply of milk and meat. A survey conducted by DRC and NRC in 2013 showed that less than 7% 
households were farming or raising livestock43. This compares with a 3 million dollar host community 
trade volume of milk and meat sold to the refugees. It is estimated that the host community earn 
annual revenue of 1.8 million USD from selling meat to the refugees.  About 500 host community 
milk sellers also operate inside the camps. The annual income for the host communities from the 
milk trade is estimated to be USD 1.2 million.44 

                                                           
41 Ibid 
42 In Search of Protection and Livelihoods: Socio-economic and Environmental Impacts of Dadaab Refugee 
Camps on Host Communities. September 2010. Study commission by Royal Danish Embassy, Royal Norwegian 
Embassy and the Government of Kenya. 
43 Page number not available. Durable Solutions: Perspective of Somali Refugees Living in Kenya and Ethiopian 
Camps and Selected Communities of Return. 2013 
44 Page 40, In Search of Protection and Livelihoods: Socio-economic and Environmental Impacts of Dadaab 
Refugee Camps on Host Communities. September 2010. Study commission by Royal Danish Embassy, Royal 
Norwegian Embassy and the Government of Kenya. 
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Given the encampment policy, there is nothing much that the refugees can do to increase 
the animal stock and milk production. Refugees are not allowed to keep camels. They are only 
allowed to graze animals in and around the camps.  

The 2012 JAM Report mentioned baking by women groups in Kakuma. The DRC Livelihood 
Study mentioned baking activities in four Dadaab camps except Hagadera.  The JAM mentioned 
existing opportunities for operating Kitchen gardens and multi-storied gardens (MSGs). However, it 
highlighted a caveat that majority of refugees are nomadic pastoralist and hence have no interest in 
agriculture. Farming has never been popular in the area either for the host community or for the 
refugees for one reason or another. Following excerpt from a 2010 livelihood report45 clarifies 
further: 

“Farming has been promoted in the host communities by several development agencies. 
Very few local people were previously involved in any form of farming, and for those who have taken 
part; their returns have so far been disappointing. In fact no respondent reported any positive 
experience of farming and those who participated said they did so because they were given free 
inputs and specifically asked to take part. The relatively low cost of foodstuffs in the area, together 
with the high cost of growing crops in a dry environment (where irrigation water must be pumped 
and unit cost are high), means that farming is very unlikely to succeed around Dadaab. Viable 
farming is likely to be limited to kitchen gardening in compounds, where domestic wastewater is 
available.”  

JAM mentioned about a kitchen garden research undertaken by UNHCR. UNHCR livelihood 
team was, however, not aware of any report when they were interviewed by the consultant. It is 
possible that the research is yet to be completed. NRC apparently had implemented agro based 
livelihood projects in the past. 2009-2010 Annual Report of NRC Somalia-Kenya Country Programme 
provides the following information: 

“It is in this context that NRC together with the Relief, Reconstruction and Development 
Organization (RRDO), are taking on a rather unusual project, one that focuses on reversing 
environmental degradation by creating seedling  nurseries, water catchment areas known as 
‘water pans,’ energy efficient irrigation systems and several farming fields in what are now 
considered to be critically degraded areas.  

The project targets about 292 beneficiaries, 70 percent of whom are women and 30 percent 
youth…In the short term, they will get an income by selling vegetable like okra, tomatoes, 
spinach, pumpkin and watermelon while in the long term, they will be able to sell fruit 
products like mangoes, and papayas.” 

The consultant was not able to locate any report on NRC’s experience on the project 
mentioned above. Overall, there is limited secondary information available on production activities 
in camps. Information available point to very negligible production activities in the camps.  

                                                           
45 In Search of Protection and Livelihoods: Socio-economic and Environmental Impacts of Dadaab Refugee 
Camps on Host Communities. September 2010. Study commission by Royal Danish Embassy, Royal Norwegian 
Embassy and the Government of Kenya.  
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3.6 Available Raw Materials for Production Activities in Dadaab 
In several interviews a common sentiment was echoed that Dadaab does not have any raw 

material for production oriented livelihood activities. While the statement is partially true, it is still 
possible to find some raw materials for interesting livelihood activities. Milk is the most obvious one. 
Nearly half a million domesticized animals belonging to refugee and host communities are producing 
milk on a daily basis. The other most significant on is neem tree. Most of the houses in Hagadera 
camp have at least one neem tree. The DMO is surrounded by neem tree with more than a hundred 
trees in NRC compound alone. Culturally, neem is considered as a sacred tree. Local people believe 
neem tree cures 40 diseases. Dozens of neem products are found in national departmental store 
chains. The pictures below were taken from an upscale departmental store in Nairobi.    

 

Animal dung is another significant resource available aplenty in the area. There are concerns 
raised in different reports on deforestation caused by refugees’ collection of firewood from the 
bush. Firewood collection also represents one of major contentious issues between refugee and the 
host community. Restrictions are imposed by local authorities and host communities on firewood 
collection considering the environmental impact and the depletion of firewood stock for the host 
communities. In one of the focus group discussions, one participant mentioned that purchasing 
firewood for cooking constituted on of the major expenses of her family. Animal dung can be a 
salutation to the problem. It is estimated that over two billion people globally rely on animal dung as 
fuel for their cooking46.  

Dadaab is not connected to electric grid. Electricity is a privilege for those who can afford to 
generate it using fossil fuel. Lack of electricity outright negates any thought about industrial 
production. Only the humanitarian actors can afford constant supply of electricity.  They rely mainly 
on fossil fuel to generate electricity for their offices and residences. Some NGOs use solar panels 
though the practice is not uniform. For example, NRC Dadaab compound is totally dependent on 
fossil fuel for production of electricity. It cost eight to ten thousand dollar per month to power NRC 
Dadaab office compound only. The cost includes 5000 liters of fuel subsidy received per month from 
UNHR and another around 3,000 dollar spent from its own pocket. At this rate, it is possible that the 
NGOs and agencies in DMO spends half million to a million dollar per year on energy production.  
Renewable energy is a preferred method where there is no grid, or installing grid is too expensive. 
                                                           
46May 1994, World Bank Technical Paper number 242. What Makes People Cook with Improved Biomass Stoves? 
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Humanitarian community handling quarter billion dollar should not be scared in making investment 
in windmill or solar plant. In 2013 along UNHCR’s logistic management budget alone was 7.5 million 
dollar47.   

Industrial production in the camps will have to first pass the energy obstacle. However, given 
the possibility of refugee entrepreneurs receiving subsidy in renewable energy plant from 
humanitarian actors, the cost of power generation is unlikely to impact their product cost. NRC YEP 
center in Hagadera camp provides a good example how small roof top plants can generate power for 
business. Twenty desktop computers of YEP’s computer lab are powered by rooftop solar panels.   

3.7 Government Restriction on Self Reliance Activities 
There is skepticism that government support may not be available for many self-reliance 

initiatives. What has been very clear to the consultant is that the government primary concern is the 
loss of jobs for Kenyan citizens. The government, particularly the local government, is highly unlikely 
to block any initiative which does not affect the economic interest of Kenyan citizen. Though the 
government is restrictive in issuing work permit, it is generous in issuing business registration to the 
urban refugees. Business creates new employment. One of the donor representatives told the 
consultant that he did not think the local council in Garissa would block any infrastructural or 
business investment in Dadaab. They would see it as an investment in the future which would be 
beneficial to the local population as refugee leave the country. Elected representatives of Garissa 
county, who are also Kenyan Somali by ethnicity, do not see any cultural issue allowing part of the 
refugees to settle permanently in Dadaab.    

Another technical aspect is that there seems to be no requirement for NGO project in camps 
to be approved by a central government authority. Some people think the Department of Refugee 
Affairs (DRA) should take up the role. Capacity of the DRA is being built by UNHCR. It does not seem 
that DRA is currently interested to get this additional task. It may take many more years before DRA 
is prepared to effectively discharge this function. Until that time, the central government will have 
little control over the kind of programs that are implemented in Dadaab.  In the absence of the 
central government control, it is the Garissa county government which is taking interest on this 
matter. Garissa county elected representatives are ethnic Kenyan-Somali. As said before, they are 
likely to welcome any investment in Dadaab.  

3.8 Self-Reliance Program and Approaches of Humanitarian Actors 
Dadaab represents one of the most significant worldwide examples of “refugee 

warehousing"48. In June 2011, the European Court of Human Rights took the decision that the 
conditions in Dadaab amounted to cruel and inhuman treatment49.  

While the encampment policy is primarily to be blamed for the current state of affairs, the 
ways humanitarian aid is used should also be critically reviewed. UNHCR 2013 budget was 250 

                                                           
47 2013 UNHCR Kenya budget. Retrieved on 20 January 2014 from http://www.unhcr.org/50a9f821b.html 
48 UNHCR, Protracted refugee situation: the search for practical solution. Retrieved from 
http://www.unhcr.org/4444afcb0.pdf 
49 ECHR, Sufi and Almi v. United Kingdom, November 28, 2011. In the context of the specific case, the court 
observed “any returnee forced to seek refuge in either camp [Dadaab or the Afgoye Corridor] would be at real 
risk of Article 3 ill-treatment on account of the dire humanitarian conditions”.  
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million dollar. This budget however catered for refugees and persons of concern from other 
countries that comprised of nearly 25% of UNHCR target population. In a rough sense 75% of the 
quarter billion dollar can be attributed to Somali refugees in Kenya. UNHCR’s assistance was topped 
up by another around 80 million dollar of assistance brought to Kenya by INGOs, and the food ration 
of WFP. All together, the total humanitarian assistance only for Somali Refugees in Kenya was well 
above a quarter billion dollar. On a per capita basis, more than $500 dollar was spent in 2013 per 
Somali refugees living in Kenya.  

$500 per capital spending is at per or higher than the per capital income of around a dozen 
of African poor nations. $500 per capita spending is even more significant considering that 40% the 
camps refugees50 who belong to middle and high income bracket may not need food ration.  

Irrespective of the government restrictions, quarter billion dollar is a massive amount of 
money to impact positive changes. At the micro level, it gives enormous power to engage with the 
refugees. At the macro level, the foreign currency brought to the country, should give considerable 
mileage to negotiate with the government on policy matters.  

Positive, proactive and authoritative mindset will be required to make impact. The first 
impression of the mindset that a visitor gets once he lands in Dadaab can be quite depressing. There 
are millions of plastic bags stuck in every tree located from the Dadaab airport to the UNHCR led 
humanitarian hub called Dadaab Main Office (DMO).  The situation is even worse inside the camp 
areas.    

The picture below is the entrance of the DMO which provide both the office and residence 
facilities for members of every INGO and UN agencies working in Dadaab. In another word, this is 
the entrance to the place where spending of a quarter billion dollar gets supervised.  

 

Entrance Gate of DMO  

                                                           
50 Page 10, Promotion of Sustainable Livelihood in Dadaab, Kenya, February 2008. An Assessment of Socio-
Economic Conditions in Dadaab and the Impact of DRC-CARE Interventions. 
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The picture symbolizes a ‘Berlin Wall’ between the humanitarian actors and the people they 
serve. A picture taken on the other side of the wall would reveal neat and clean street with green 
surroundings. The picture undermines the importance of the people living inside the gate though 
these are the people who oversee quarter billion dollar spending per year. A corporation with a $250 
million dollar annual revenue would have internal checks and balances which would trigger 
responsibilities of many people to report and cure. A government secretariat with equal spending 
authority may have cleaned it for different other reasons.  

This is symbolic but important. The big question is why DMO does not see the matter in the 
same way a corporation or government office would see it.  Is this a symbol of emergency and the 
DMO is happy to leave it like that because it sells well in fund raising? Or is it inefficiency and a result 
of non-accountability?   Or is it a combination of both?   

Dadaab is a tough place in terms of security, living condition and many other matrixes. It 
poses many distractions that are bound to impact program efficiency and effectiveness. These 
limiting factors provide additional reasons as to why greater attention has to be paid on choosing 
the right approaches. UNHCR and its remaining partners at the DMO control most aspects of the 
public life of 80% of the Dadaab population. In that sense, DMO is a de facto local government 
authority in Dadaab. Juggling humanitarian and local authority functions in one hand is not supposed 
to be easy. The institutes that ensure checks and balances within local authority are fatally missing in 
this case. There is no pressure group between the service provider and the recipients of the services. 
DMO assess the needs, DMO executes the solution, and DMO evaluates the effectiveness of the 
execution. DMO is effectively the judge, jury and the lawyer.  

The situation is not helped either by the fact that all INGOs are forced by security concern to 
share UNHCR’s compound. NGO’s live on UNHCR allocated land, consume UNHCR’s fuel and 
implement programs mainly funded by UNHCR. The scope to form pressure groups and install checks 
and balances is much lower than other emergencies elsewhere in the world. Even though INGOs 
raise an additional around 80 million dollar per year from their own sources, the cost of running 
NGO in Dadaab is so high that without UNHCR financial or in-kind assistance it would be an uphill 
battle to run operation in Dadaab.  

3.9 Population Control 
In one of the Hagadera focus group discussions a question was asked to a widow about the 

number of children she had. She replied casually – nine.  It was an instant shock for the consultant 
though later it was found to be quite common. Following is an excerpt from a study conducted on 
Somali refugees in Dadaab in May in 200851: 

“Adult men believed that women should have as many children as possible in her lifetime 
and felt that 11 to 12 children is a desirable number. Adult men explained that Muslim don’t 
worry about the food and education of their baby because God will provide for them”.  

The study also mentioned that the overall contraceptive prevalence rate was less than 1% in 
Dadaab. 

                                                           
51 ESD Project, 2008, USAID. Retrieved on 22 January 2014 from 
http://www.esdproj.org/site/DocServer/Dadaab_FGD_Report_Final_10_01_08.pdf?docID=2241 
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During an interview representative of one of the major humanitarian donors in Kenya was 
asked if he knew about any humanitarian principle that prohibited birth control or family planning 
program in displacement situation. He said he was not aware of any such restriction. Many of the 
donors who fund refugee programs also fund family planning programs in stable third world 
countries. There should be additional reasons to run such program in refugee camps as it’s the 
humanitarian community that has to ultimately bear the responsibility of the irrational population 
growth. The addition new born population, that could have been controlled if awareness and other 
programs were operative, are born as refugees not because of the conflict that made their parents 
refugees, but because of the negligence and oversight of humanitarian actors.  

4. Summary of Findings  
• Encampment policy, geographic features of Dadaab landscape, refugees’ restriction on 

movement and rigid work permit policy are the main obstacles to refugee self-reliance.  

• Execution capacity of NGOs is rarely considered as a potential obstacle to the initiation 
and implementation of effective self-reliance program. High turnover of management 
and expatriate staff, instability in leadership, short term vision, non-functioning project 
cycles are the main factors compromising execution capacity of NGOs.  

• Many urban refugees are self-reliant through their own initiatives. Their major concerns 
are the protection of right to life, liberty and personal security. There are scopes to 
further strengthen the de facto economic integration of the urban refugees through the 
provision of legal aid.  

• Work Permit can be a strong pillar of livelihood. It’s a shame that it is not prioritized. 
Legal aid program should be considered for refugees in both camps and urban 
settlements.  

• Twenty years of protracted crisis and the recent chatter about return should not distract 
longer term investment in self-reliance programs. A significant number of refugees will 
still stay in Dadaab even in the best case scenario.  

• Existing trade and business activities in the camps are reliant on purchasing power of 
refugee which is augmented by humanitarian aid and remittance. Many of these trades 
and businesses create negative arbitrage.  

• Dadaab camps have more population than 70 countries of the world. Yet, refugees are 
stuck with a dozen and half trades and vocations. Humanitarian and development actors 
are often less ambitious in their initiatives. Determination to avoid risks lead livelihood 
actors to stay along a handful of common vocations.   

• Production of goods is insignificant in Dadaab camps. To achieve sustainability of self-
reliance initiatives refugee community should engage in production activities. 

• Despite the popular belief that no raw material is available, a few raw materials are 
actually found in Dadaab. These include, animal products and by products, neem tree, 
and four to five months of rain water.  
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• Self-reliance initiatives inside the camps are unlikely to attract government restriction. 
On the contrary the local government of Garissa, which is ethnic Kenyan-Somali, is likely 
to welcome investment in the camps with expectation that the host community will 
ultimately benefit from the investment.  

• Humanitarian and development actors should be more inclusive in their approaches. 
Community forums and platforms should be created to infuse some levels of checks and 
balances and to enforce accountability of humanitarian actors at the local level.  

• UNHCR’s ‘monopoly’ in Dadaab may have been affecting innovation and creativeness of 
implementing partners. The overwhelming funding power of UNHCR and the control 
over the DMO negate the checks and balances that are usually visible between UNHCR 
in one side and INGO on the other side. INGOs maintaining their independent views will 
help promote a more accountable and efficient humanitarian work environment.   

• The abnormal rate of population growth in the camps happened under the watch of the 
humanitarian actors. The extra population has become refugees not because their 
parents fled the drought, famine or conflict, but because humanitarian actors allowed 
the population to inflate. There does not seem to be any humanitarian principle that 
would have negated the running of population control programs in the camps.  

5. Recommended Programs 
Most of the recommendations made in this section will need further market assessment 

before they can be considered for implementation. The objective of the consultant was to make 
prima facie cases only. Where self-reliance programs are recommended for groups, it is expected 
that NRC would prepare a policy as to how to constitute the group. NRC should also take legal advice 
from a qualified Kenyan law firm on the different modes of incorporation of an entity in Kenya by 
refugees.  

Other than the Cash for Trash Program, all the recommendation made in this report are 
meant for CBOs or cooperative societies. This is a major departure from the current approaches. 
Every trade and business mentioned in the DRC Livelihood Study52 and the UNHCR/WFP JAM Report 
are owned by individuals. There are good reasons for this proposed move from individual owned 
business to community/socially owned business. Most recommended programs   will require high 
investments. It will be easier to justify the investment when the community stands to benefit from it 
as opposed to individuals. Individuals may not even have the capacity to implement. From NGO’s 
management perspective, it will be easier to monitor and provide technical support to a few entities 
as opposed to many individuals. From economic perspective, it adds economies of scale. Dadaab is 
already a tough place in terms of cost of doing business. Business has to be very sharp if it wants to 
compete with the outside market.    

 CBO and cooperative society structures provide framework for involving wider section of 
people including host community members. Host community involvements are needed not only to 
gain their by-ins, but also because of their capacity to contribute resources in a number of 

                                                           
52 Page 23, The Dadaab Dilemma: A Study of Livelihood Activities and Opportunities in Dadaab Refugee Camps 
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recommended activities. CBO and cooperative society structures also provide suitable exit 
strategies. NRC will be able to exit operation by empowering the CBO/cooperative society. Refugees 
can exit the program and return to their place of origin by gradually transferring the residual stake in 
the CBO/cooperative society to the host communities.  

Working through CBOs or cooperative societies will mean that NRC will have to go through 
complex processes even before any economic activities are started. Members of these societies will 
have to maintain three different relationships – relationship with the authorities, relationship with 
NRC, and relationship among the members. As the initiator of the program, NRC will have to guide 
the societies throughout the processes. Following are what will be expected from NRC at each stage: 

a. Relationship with authorities: Legal opinion will be required from qualified Kenyan 
lawyer/law firm on the different method of incorporation of business. The CBO or 
cooperative society will need legal personality to enter into contract in its own right. As 
because many urban refugees are running lawful business in Nairobi, the assumption is that 
Kenyan law does not prohibit foreigners/refugees to incorporate their business in Kenya. 
CBO, cooperative society or company are different from sole proprietorship business and 
may come under different regulatory frameworks.  The regulatory frameworks may require 
more paperwork for incorporation, periodic reporting, and adherence to more onerous 
accounting standards.   

b. Relationship with NRC: Functions, power and responsibilities of both sides are needed to be 
written down.  Templates of similar relationship can be borrowed from NRC global programs 
or livelihood partners in Kenya. NRC HQ is currently working on a Partnership Policy Paper 
which is likely to be completed in a few months period.  In addition to funding, monitoring 
and continual technical support, questions relating to exit should also have to be 
pronounced in the partnership agreement. This means NRC senior management needs to 
initiate internal discussion on its Dadaab exit strategies so that it can feed them into the 
partnership agreement.   

c. Relationship among the members: This process will take the most time. There may not be 
existing CBO or society which NRC will outright select as beneficiary. Societies will have to be 
created. Many questions will have to be answered for the creation of the societies – i.e. 
what groups of refugees are preferred for particular activities? Who will be approached 
using what criteria? What will be the size of the membership pool? What do members 
contribute, if any?  Do members work? What if a member is disabled and can’t work? How 
profit of the operation will be disbursed? How membership is transferred? What happens 
when a member dies or returns to Somalia? How is the management board selected? How 
will be the management made accountable?  NRC will have to draft a standard 
charter/constitution for CBOs/cooperative societies to guide the interested members on the 
possible options. NRC should consult with its livelihood partners in Dadaab who has prior 
experience in working with CBO/societies.  

5.1 Cash for Trash/Cash for Plastic Program 
This program will make general invitation to anybody in the camp to exchange plastic 

bags/bottles for cash. Payment will be depended on the amount of the plastic collected.  This will be 
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a cheap way of cleaning the camp. Plastic collected can be recycled or simply destroyed in an 
environmentally friendly manner. 

This may not be a sustainable self-reliance program as the program will have to depend on 
NGO money for sustainability. However, the program can be a useful component of a cash transfer 
project.  

5.2 Neem-Based Products for Western Markets 
As mentioned in Section 3.6, neem plants are abundant in Dadaab. The plant grows well 

under the local conditions and it does not put any pressure on the water resources. There are 
dozens of neem based cosmetics, health and sanitation products found in in Kenyan super markets. 
However, Kenyan market may not be big enough to sustain an industrial plant in Dadaab. It is the 
North American and Western European markets that have to be targeted53. Several dozens of neem 
based products were found in Wal-Mart, Target and Walgreens shelves in Florida.  The picture below 
shows only a few items randomly taken.  

 

A number of companies also sell high end neem products from their respective online 
stores. E-commerce sites like Amazon.com lists more than 100 different types of neem items 
produced by different companies. A key word search with the title “neem products” generated 2,066 
results in Amazon.com.  For a quick review of an extensive list of neem body and beauty products, 
please visit www.justneem.com  

Because of the diverse use of neem, it provides good business opportunities to small and 
medium size enterprises (SME). Use the link below for a video demonstration of a successful neem 
based business http://player.vimeo.com/video/7229843?title=0&byline=0&portrait=0&autoplay=1 

                                                           
53 Compliance with European health and safety regulations can be tough. Nonetheless, it is worth conducting 
further feasibility assessment. There are a number of options provided in this study. One is to simply export 
the raw material. Raw materials may not have to go through the same health and safety regulations that finish 
products do.  

http://www.justneem.com/
http://player.vimeo.com/video/7229843?title=0&byline=0&portrait=0&autoplay=1
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 5.2.1 Positioning, Marketing and Pricing   
 The products should be positioned as high end organic products.  Packaging and labeling 
should correspond with the positioning strategy. There should not be any attempt to relate with 
common market products made of different ingredients, e.g. ordinary soap. The entire line of 
products should maintain a distinct neem identity.  

 Marketing may pose a critical conundrum. It is niche market where the consumers are less 
concerned about price, but a lot concerned about the quality of the product. If consumers are made 
to believe that by buying the product they are contributing to the refugee cause, they may feel 
happy about that but at the same time start to be skeptical about quality of the products. Skepticism 
about quality will kill the long term viability of the product lines. Marketing strategies, therefore, 
have to be made carefully. 

Price skimming should be the pricing strategy for the entire line of products. The products 
will never be attractive outside the small niche market. So pricing has to be very high. In fact, 
existing neem products in the market are already two to three times more expensive than the 
corresponding products made of common ingredients. Different brand name can be used if low 
priced version is made for a specific market (e.g. neem soap for the camps should have a different 
brand name).  

5.2.2 Production and Collaboration  
Production challenges include, among others, absence of technical knowhow, non-

availability of electricity in the camps, absence of entrepreneurship and regulatory obstacles for 
installation of industrial plants by refugees. This is a low-tech sector where turn-key plants can be 
procured within a short notice. Production does not necessarily have to happen in the camps. If 
production inside the camps is too challenging, camps can prepare the raw materials and send them 
to a suitable production location inside or outside Kenya.  

 One option would be to outsource the production work to a white label contract 
manufacturer. This will drastically reduce capital need and eliminate contract risks relating to 
employment, procurement and inventory management.  The best thing is that this will create a 
definite cost structure which will give a much better visibility of attaining breakeven and 
profitability. White label manufacturers are found in India, China, Mexico and many other countries.  
Mexico has free trade agreement with 43 countries in the world including Europe and all of North 
America.  

 Another option would be to collaborate with a reputed European personal care brand and 
help them to introduce a neem line of products under their own brand name. The contract should 
include minimum guarantee of raw material purchase from the camps. 

 For products sold in the camps, production has to be done in the camp, e.g. neem soap for 
use in camps. Soap is a low tech manufacturing process. Procurement of the machineries should not 
be a challenge.  Rooftop solar panels can be used for the electricity supply. Local CBO/cooperative 
society can be invited/created to own the business in trust for the benefit of the community.  Host 
community members should also be included in cooperative society. As because this is a long term 
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venture, a local development partner should be brought on board to oversee the project in the long 
run, specifically after NRC’s exit. 

5.2.3 NRC’s Role and Exit Strategy  
NRC’s role will be depended on the business model. If the outsourcing model is chosen, 

NRC’s role would be to set up the cooperative society in the camps, select a local development 
partner, contract the outsourcing partner, and establishing a marketing office in Europe or North 
America.  Once the business is well established, NRC’s exit strategy would be to spin off the 
European/North American marketing office.  

If the collaboration model is chosen, NRC’s role would be to set up a CBO or cooperative 
society and find a corporation in the personal and beauty care industry that is willing to open a 
neem line of products. Once the CBO/cooperative society is established and the corporate partner is 
found, NRC’s role would be to coordinate between the two to strengthen the level of cooperation. 
NRC can exit from the field once the CBO and the corporate partner can continue the process 
without NRC’s assistance.  

 

 

   Neem Trees at NRC Hagadera Compound 

5.3 Neem Soap and Neem Oil for Refugee Camps and Local (Kenyan) 
Markets  

This is a low hanging fruit. All elements of a successful entrepreneurship are already there.   
Refugees buy millions of soaps every year. NGOs also buy hundreds of thousands of soaps a year to 
distribute to the refugees. The number of soaps purchased by NGOs alone could be sufficient to 
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make the soap factory sustainable.  Soap making is relatively easy. Machineries can be procured 
quickly from China54. Roof top solar panels can be used to power the plants and machineries. 

There is a captive market. The plant will be profitable in months.  It cannot go wrong. The 
issues will be who do we want to make the money, and how do we ensure that the profit made 
thereof create further wave of impacts. EVI CBO or cooperative society should be preferred. 
Representation of host community should be included to get their buy-ins and as a measure of  exit 
strategy.  

In addition to soap, a number of other products like neem hair oil and neem oil for skin 
treatment can be produced if there are demands for such products. The waste of the neem factory 
will feed the log factory which is described in Section 5.7.  

5.4 Co-operative Society: Bazar  
Certain number of EVI can be mobilized to form a cooperative society or a number of 

cooperative societies55.  NRC will construct bazar and give the right to collect rent to the cooperative 
society. The bazar will contribute towards reducing commodity price in the camp. The rental income 
will help the EVIs meet their special needs. NRC will maintain monitoring role until it exit from 
Dadaab. At the time of NRC’s exit from Dadaab, ownership of the bazar shall be handed over to the 
local authority with a long term occupancy right and rent collection right created in favor of the 
cooperative society.  

5.5 Cooperative Society: Transport 
This can be even more helpful in reducing commodity price in the camps. High transport cost 

is one of the reasons for the high commodity price in the camps. There is a rough estimate that the 
per km bus fare from Dadaab to Garissa is three time higher than per km rate in Nairobi.  Certain 
number of EVI can be mobilized to form a cooperative society. Each society will be given a pick up 
van for transporting goods from Garissa to Dadaab. Shop owners at the bazar can combine their 
shopping list and use a single trip to reduce fuel cost.  

5.6 Milk, Yogurt and Ice Cream  
Nearly half a million refugee and host family livestock produce milk on a daily basis. It’s 

worth undertaking a market analysis if it is possible to connect the refugees and host community 
with the national milk marketing franchises. In Indian, a milk processing company called Amul 
collects milk from 3 million farmers every day across 17,000 villages. In comparison to that, milk in 
Dadaab is pretty much concentrated into a small area. It could be an attractive proposition for the 
big milk companies. One of the NGO officials the consultant met however cautioned about milk 
industry being controlled by an important political figure(s). Irrespective of the possibility of 
corruption at national level, it is worth checking the viability of milk supply to national franchises.  

                                                           
54 Visit www.alibaba.com. Use the key word “soap machine” for product search.  
55 It needs to be seen if foreigners/refugees can create legal entity under Kenyan Law. It is known that urban 
refugees do actually register their business. If business registration is allowed, incorporation of a society can 
also be allowed. If it is not allowed a MoU can be drafted and signed by every participating EVI.  

http://www.alibaba.com/
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 Market analysis can also be done on the demand of yogurt and ice cream in the camps. 
Power generation for ice cream plant may demand bigger solar plants.  This may make ice cream 
plant a bit expensive. Dadaab landscape is hot. Ice cream should sell well. Even the plants cost more; 
the revenue potentials may justify it. EVI CBO/cooperative society can be created to operate yogurt 
and ice cream plants.  Host community members should be included in the CBO/cooperative society.  

5.7 Log from Animal Dung and Neem Factory Waste 
Indigenous technology for using animal dung for cooking is to dry it under the sun. While 

that can be helpful for individual families, it may not be suitable for mass production.  It is not 
suitable in rainy season as well. A briquette machine can condense dung into hard log when mixed 
with something solid. The log can be stored for rainy days as well. The process needs something solid 
to be mixed with the animal dung. Branches and other waste of the neem factories can be used for 
this purpose. 

  
Animal Dung Briquette Machine  

There are two major challenges, i.e. i) collection of dung and ii) high volt electricity. A third 
factor could be the environmental issue. An environmental impact assessment on this will be very 
useful. Any assessment will also have to weigh in environmental damages caused by the other 
alternatives, e.g deforestation caused by the collection of firewood.  

Most animals belong to the host communities. Therefore, production of log beyond certain 
point will need cooperation from the host communities.  Donkey carts that the refugees are 
currently using for fetching firewood from the bush can be used for collecting dung. People 
collecting dung and providing it to the briquette factory can be provided with ‘log credit’. That 
means they will be entitled to exchange dung for log. This will make the briquette factory’s work 
easier as it will not have to worry about the supply of dung. This will also create jobs for those 
supplying dung.   
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Chart showing materials used for production of fuel logs 

For ordinary refugees with donkey carts, using the cart for transportation of dung could be a 
better option than fetching woods from the bush. Not only that it takes three days to collect wood 
from the bush, they are also at risk of criminal prosecution. The consultant noticed six donkey carts 
being brought to the police station in Dadaab. After inquiry he came to know that the owners of the 
donkey carts were prosecuted for collecting firewood from the bush. UNHCR assisted the refugees in 
that litigation.  

  Electricity supply for running the briquette machine can be a major challenge. Suitability of 
solar panel has to be assessed. If solar is not suitable, then alternative source of energy has to be 
identified.  A combination of solar and generators can be used if solar alone is not sufficient.  

5.8 Light Your Own Community Program: 
Under this program NRC will donate a 1 KW Solar System to any CBO that can impress NRC 

with a community development proposal. This will work in the same way that NGO raise money 
from donor. CBO’s can pick any activity that is beneficial to the community. Examples of activities 
include planting trees, nursing and care giving to disabled, keeping a particular location of the camp 
clean, safe housing SGBV victims and any other community welfare program. This program will make 
refugees think about the different ways they can help each other. Electricity has very high demand in 
the camps. The possibility of owning a power generation system may induce many people to form 
CBOs/cooperative society and provide community services.  

  

Picture: 1 KW Solar System  

The solar system will help the CBOs to generate income. As camps do not have grid 
electricity, many people rent electricity from others at a very high price. NRC YEP computer course 
graduates pay 200 Shilling per day to run a computer.   

NRC’s role in the program will be to evaluate the CBO proposal and fund the solar system in 
24 equal installments. CBOs will be duty bound to continue the community services for 24 months 
for NRC to continue making the 24 monthly installment payments. After 24 months CBOs will own 
the solar system absolutely free from any obligation.  
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5.9 Vegetable Gardening 
Women group and vulnerable groups can be provided financing, tools and training on large 

scale vegetable gardening. The target of the gardening can be to meet a portion of vegetable 
demands of the camps. This is nearly a captive market. Camp farms will be competing with the 
vegetable purchased from Garissa which has a very high transportation cost built in the price. Better 
production techniques, lower marginal cost of production because of the larger size of the farm, 
startup investment from NGOs, and free availability of underground water should reduce the cost of 
production far lower than the market price in Garissa. 

It will be more profitable and sustainable if the farming is done under cooperative 
framework. Many of the limitations of small and marginal farming can be avoided by choosing large 
scale cooperative farming. Not only that larger cooperative farm will have better economies of scale, 
it will be able to attract continuous support from emergency and development actors. From NRC’s 
perspective it will also be more cost effective to monitor, and easier to gradually transfer to the host 
community as the refugee population diminishes.  

The role of NRC shall include formation of the cooperative society, negotiating with host 
communities and the authorities on the selection of farm land, training of the members of the 
cooperative society, and one time procurement and distribution of the tools. NRC should also 
provide continuous support to the cooperative society on technical matter.  A strong linkage with 
development partners in agriculture sector should be created to secure maximum benefit for the 
farms. UNDP has experiences on Improved Food production through capacity building, 
environmental conservation, and utilization of dry lands farming techniques and water harvesting 
technologies56. A national partner can be selected at an early stage as an exit strategy. NRC’s current 
relationship with Relief, Rehabilitation and Development Organization (RRDO) can be further 
leveraged on this matter57. 

5.10 Back-end linkage and value chain 
After a self-reliance program or multiple programs are selected, there will be further 

economic opportunities in the form of supporting the value chain and providing back-end linkage. 
Following are some examples 

• Packaging business for soap and other neem products 

• Production of professional grade animal compost for use by  cooperative farms 

• Solar trading business for supply to Light Your Own Community Program 

• Secretarial Services (e.g. typing letters, printing, photography) for all CBO and 
Cooperative societies;  and Paralegal and Accounting services supporting them to 
comply with mandatory requirements of regulatory bodies, as well as donor reporting.    

                                                           
56 UNDP Annual Report 2010, retrieved from mptf.undp.org/document/download/8083 
57The consultant came to know about NRC’s partnership with RRDO after he left Kenya. Therefore, no meeting 
with RRDO was possible. RRDO’s website still list NRC as a partner. Website address for RRDO is  
http://www.rr-do.org/ 
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6. Linkage with Host Communities 
There is report showing that a quarter of host community income come from humanitarian 

aid or trade and business done with refugees. In terms of money, the combined annual benefits that 
host community gain from the refugee operations is 14 million dollar58. This translates into a USD 95 
annual per capita benefit.  Early engagement with host communities is required so that the return of 
the refugees and the withdrawal of humanitarian aid do not cause drastic impact on them. Many 
humanitarian and development actors are already running programs for host communities. This 
study is not required to analyse that. The purpose of this study will be served if there is linkage with 
the recommended self-reliance activities and the host communities. 

 
 This study has recommended CBO and Cooperative Societies as the preferred beneficiaries 
of the self-reliance programs. The study has also recommended that the CBO’s and cooperative 
societies should include host community members. Host community lies at the heart of the exit 
strategy for every recommendation involving CBO and cooperative society.  
 

7. Program on Legal Integration 
 There is a strong case for ICLA program for the urban refugees. Since Kenya has at least two 
organizations with strong legal aid background, ICLA should work in partnership with one or both of 
them. Following should be the focuses of ICLA works: 

• Legal aid on naturalization 
• Legal aid on work permit 
• Legal aid on business registration 
• Legal aid in arrest and detention cases 
• Legal aid to protect urban refugees’ property right 
• Training program for police and public servants on refugee laws applicable in Kenya 
• Public awareness of refugee rights, with particular focus on voluntariness of return,  

through media campaign  
• Advocacy 

 
Implementation of the above will be done by the Kenyan legal aid partner. NRC will retain 

the following functions. 
 
• Mainstreaming ICLA methodology within the implementing partner(s) 
• Fund Raising for partner(s) 
• M&E and program supervision  
• Connecting partners with ICLA global expertise 
• Quality control of partners’ output 
• Partner’s implementing staffs’ capacity development 
• Partner’s managers’ capacity development  

7.1 ICLA Linkage with Self-Reliance Program 
 An ICLA program, if introduced in Kenya, should primarily focus on the protection of the 
right to life, liberty and personal security of the urban refugees. Additionally, the program can be 

                                                           
58 Page 48, In Search of Protection and Livelihoods: Socio-economic and Environmental Impacts of Dadaab 
Refugee Camps on Host Communities. September 2010. 
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strongly linked with NRC’s livelihood program. At the urban level, ICLA Program can protect the 
property rights of the urban refugees. Business registration and assistance with contract and other 
legal issues will further strengthen urban refugee’s economic ties in the country. At the camp level, 
ICLA can provide legal services to the CBOs and cooperative societies on incorporation, regulatory 
compliance, contract drafting and a host of other documentation and legal issues. Integrated food 
security and ICLA program can be designed whereby the former handles the technical aspects of 
livelihood, and the later help the CBO and cooperative society with all aspects of their legal needs 
covering contractual, regulatory and organizational matters.  
 

8. Conclusion 
Self-reliance refers to the social and economic ability of an individual or household to meet the 
essentials of life in a sustainable manner and with dignity. In the background of the encampment 
policy and other government restrictions, humanitarian actors are challenged to be creative and 
efficient enough to eke out the best within the existing circumstances. Asides the challenges, 
humanitarian actors should take advantage of the enormous funding power and the cooperation of 
the local authorities and host communities. They need to aim high and look beyond the conventional 
approaches like skill building on  hairdressing, tailoring and carpentry.  The focus should be to unlock 
the maximum potentials of the individuals and the communities. Entrepreneurship and positive 
energy of the refugee and the communities should be nurtured in order to create a powerful driving 
force for successful self-reliance venture.   CBOs and cooperative societies should be promoted to 
take lead on collective ventures. Humanitarian actors also need to address their own limitations in 
designing and implementing successful self-reliance programs.  

 
 

Isaac Robinson 
20 February 2014 

Boynton Beach, Florida 
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